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The Avantgarde  
Benchmark in the active  
wheelchair segment

The Avantgarde by Otto Bock was and is the 
premium active wheelchair. Now we have a 
Avantgarde that has been improved even further 
in all respects. The result is the best Avantgarde of 
all time: A comprehensive modular concept 
guarantees a highly customised overall structure 
with nearly all options for each model. Ultimate 
quality and stability make the Avantgarde 
an absolutely reliable vehicle. It features optimum 
functio nality and ergonomics combined with a 
modern design and cutting edge technology 
ahead of the competition for a truly inspiring 
product.

With the Avantgarde, we are also blazing trails in 
terms of communication. We are directly addres-
sing those for whom we built the Avantgarde. 
Intensive advertising will attract the attention of 
the target group, resulting in higher demand. The 
future belongs to the Avantgarde.
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The Avantgarde features a highly attractive 
design. A special characteristic is the bicolour 
look, which allows the black frame to be indivi-
dually combined with add-on components in 19 
attractive colours or high-tech materials such as 
carbon and aluminium. With gently rounded 
shapes and a design that largely eliminates 
visible bore holes, the frame of the Avantgarde 
makes a pleasant, comfortable and also modern 
overall impression. 

But the Avantgarde is especially and particularly 
convincing in terms of the details. With over 1 
million combination possibilities of all modules 
and settings, every Avantgarde is one of a kind – 
as unique as the requirements we meet by 
building it.

In the design of the Avantgarde, technical and 
functional optimisation led to a clear focus on the 
essentials. With the Avantgarde, “less is more” 
means that a significantly higher load capacity is 
supported while the weight stays the same. 
High-quality aluminium alloys are used for the 
frame, designed to be extremely torsion-resistant. 
The Avantgarde has clearly exceeded the stan-
dards for all tests to confirm rigidity, functionality, 
stability and medical requirements according to 
the Euronorm.

The Avantgarde is quite simply enhanced in every 
way – enhanced design, enhanced ergonomics 
and enhanced driving pleasure. The modular 
overall concept offers a multitude of possibilities 
for optimised customisation and adaptation to the 
needs of the customer. With seat depths of up to 
52 cm, the Avantgarde is now also especially well 
suited for tall people. A knee lever wheel lock that 
folds down in the locking position only (world-
wide innovation!) permits a sideways transfer 
without any obstacles whatsoever.     

Colour follows function
Part of the Avantgarde bicolour concept: clothing 
protector side panels that can be perfectly 
adapted to the wheel arch, in a secondary colour 
or made of carbon upon request. The position is 
precisely adaptable to the wheel arch.

Precise adjustment    
In addition to the seat height and wheel camber 
settings, the Avantgarde also allows the directio-
nal stability to be adjusted and, with 84 different 
drive wheel positions, assures optimum adapta-
tion and fine-tuning of the tipping point.

Optimised appearance  
A frame that is perfectly rounded at the transition 
from the size 25 to the size 30 tubing, virtually 
invisible bore holes, the bicolour look and black 
functional components make the Avantgarde 
appear comfortable and simultaneously dynamic.

Maximum flexibility
The desk side panels with arm rests in various 
dimensions and settings that can be modified in 
all directions assure maximum flexibility and a 
straightforward sitting transfer with an easy-to-
operate folding and removal mechanism.

Uniquely Avantgarde 
Only the Avantgarde can do this: For a sideways 
transfer without obstacles, the wheel lock lever of 
the knee lever wheel lock can be folded down 
when locked (and only then). 

The Avantgarde
Form is function
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Avantgarde CV  
The all-round talent

Exemplary ergonomics and outstanding functionality  
characterise the Avantgarde CV. An anterior frame with 
swivelling, removable footrest holders allows the user to 
approach furniture or a bathtub precisely and makes 
transfers easy. Another benefit: the footrest holders can be 
unlocked even with limited hand functionality.

Special details of the Avantgarde CV – overview:
•	Aluminium tube frame, central double crossbrace
•	Vertical anterior frame, swivelling footrest holder (swings 

in and out, removable)
•	Optional fold-up leg rest and amputation support
•	Footrest and side panels made of aluminium
•	Adaptable back upholstery, angle-adjustable footplates
•	Drive wheel adapter supports fine-tuning of tipping point, 

wheelbase, seat angle, wheel camber and toe-in
•	Steering caster adapter to adjust the anterior seat height as 

well as leading/trailing correction
•	Fully configurable product in a building block system
•	Made to order
•	Adaption of add-on drives (Otto Bock z10, z50, e-support) is 

possible

The swing-away anti-tipper prevents the wheelchair 
from tipping backward.

The wheelbase extension increases the tip-resistance 
of the wheelchair to a maximum.

Enhanced comfort in combination with maximum 
flexibility thanks to the completely foldable and 
removable desk side panels.

Avantgarde CV in Sparkle granny smith, equipped with 
anti-tipper, crutch holder, elevating leg rest right, swing-away 
side panels with long armrests, quick-release axles with 
tetra-unlock, height-adjustable push handles and wheel lock 
lever extension.

Basic technical data

Load capacity 140 kg

Weight approx. 12 kg

Seat width 320 bis 500 mm

Seat depth 360 bis 520 mm

Back height 250 bis 500 mm

Transportgewichte

Frame approx. 7.800 g

Footrest approx. 900 g

Drive wheel from 1.250 g

Main areas of application
•	Hemiplegia / hemiparesis
•	Neurological disorders  

(multiple sclerosis, muscular  
dystrophy, Parkinson's disease...)
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Avantgarde CS  
Winning image

Comfort and outstanding operating performance make the 
Avantgarde CS an ideal means of transport for sporty 
wheelchair users. Along with inspiring agility and manoeuv-
rability in restricted spaces, the Avantgarde CS features 
excellent directional stability over longer distances. Special 
features of the "Powerbox" include compact exterior 
dimensions with a highly stable design and closed anterior 
frame with integrated footrest.

Basic technical data

Load capacity 140 kg

Weight approx. 11 kg

Seat width 32 – 50 cm

Seat depth 36 – 52 cm

Back height 25 – 50 cm

Transport weight

Frame approx. 8.500 g

Drive wheel from 1.250 g

Special details of the Avantgarde CS – overview:
•	Folding frame active wheelchair with modular structure
•	Aluminium tube frame, central double crossbrace
•	Closed anterior frame with integrated footrest
•	Anterior frame angle of 70° or 80°, depending on the 

required knee angle and leg position
•	90° anterior frame without footrest for bilateral amputees
•	Footrest and side panels made of aluminium
•	Adaptable back upholstery, angle-adjustable footplate
•	Drive wheel adapter supports fine-tuning of tipping point, 

wheelbase, seat angle, wheel camber and toe-in
•	Steering caster adapter to adjust the anterior seat height as 

well as leading/trailing correction
•	Fully configurable product in a building block system
•	Made to order
•	Adaption of add-on drives (Otto Bock z10, z50, e-support) is 

possible

Main areas of application
•	Paraplegia / paraparesis
•	Tetraplegia / tetraparesis
•	Spina bifida
•	Multiple sclerosis
•	Amputation or dysmelia of the  

lower extremities

Thanks to their shock absorbing effect, frogleg 
suspension forks significantly enhance  
rider comfort.

High-quality designer drive wheels with polished hub 
and extremely high inherent stability. Spokes made of 
3 mm thick synthetic fibres.

High-tech material mix: bicolour look with black 
functional components and aluminium side panels.

The Avantgarde CS in Pure Metal Green, offset frame in 80°, 
equipped with Froglegs Softrolls and Froglegs suspension forks, 
shock absorber system, SPOX rear wheels, knee lever wheel locks 
with short operating lever, tube armrests, business seat upholstery 
and „Backster“ fixed back shell.
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Avantgarde CLT  
The lightweight

The perfect companion for ambitious wheelchair users: The 
Avantgarde CLT, a model optimised for low weight in a 
modular lightweight design with aluminium tube frame and 
central double crossbrace, is also unrivalled in its segment 
in terms of looks. For further weight reduction, the perma-
nently welded version for experienced wheelchair users is 
just as elegant but even lighter. 

Special details of the Avantgarde CLT – overview:
•	Folding frame active wheelchair with modular structure
•	Closed anterior frame with integrated footrest
•	Anterior frame angle of 70° or 80°, depending on the 

required knee angle and leg position
•	90° anterior frame without footrest for bilateral amputees
•	Footrest and side panels made of aluminium
•	Adaptable back upholstery, angle-adjustable footplates
•	Drive wheel adapter to fine-tune the tipping point, wheel-

base, seat angle, wheel camber and toe-in – alternative: 
permanently welded drive wheel position

•	Steering caster adapter to adjust the anterior seat height as 
well as leading/trailing correction

•	Fully configurable product in a building block system,  
partially made to measure upon request

•	Made to order

Froglegs Softrolls not only feature an appealing 
design but also offer excellent running character-
istics and suspension comfort.

With a weight of just 860 grams per rim, the  
Infinity wheels are the lightest series wheels in the 
Avantgarde line.

Lightweight protection against the cold: The carbon 
side panels perfectly combine usefulness and 
appearance.

Basic technical data

Load capacity 100 kg

Weight 9 kg – 10 kg

Seat width 320 bis 500 mm

Seat depth 360 bis 520 mm

Back height 250 bis 500 mm

Transport weight

Frame approx. 8.000 g

Drive wheel from 1.250 g

Main areas of application
•	Paraplegia / paraparesis
•	Tetraplegia / tetraparesis
•	Spina bifida
•	Multiple sclerosis
•	Muscular dystrophy

The Avantgarde CLT in Pure Metal Blue, permanently welded, 
frame in 70°, equipped with 4" Froglegs Softrolls, Infinity 
Ultralight drive wheels, carbon clothing protector side panels, 
high-frequency welded back upholstery made of 3D spacer 
fabric and welded push handles.
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The Avantgarde in detail
More than the sum of its parts

Impossible to tip    
An anti-tipper that can be folded or removed when required 
prevents the wheelchair from tipping over backwards.

Simple and easy    
Quick-release axles with tetra-unlock permit the independent 
unlocking and removal of the drive wheels, even with limited 
hand and finger functionality.

Avantgarde made to measure    
In addition to a fixed drive wheel position, the angle of the 
back tube can be determined and bent accordingly for the 
individual adaptation of the Avantgarde.

No pressure    
Thanks to the shape of the push handles and their positio-
ning, pressure and abrasion in the area of the shoulder 
blades are consistently avoided.

Vibration-free operation    
The Avantgarde froglegs absorb nearly 80 % of vibrations, 
prevent blocking of the steering casters and assure 
enhanced rider comfort.

Secure support    
Soft rubber inserts on the footplate of the Avantgarde, which 
is also suitable for barefoot use, effectively prevent slipping.

Uniquely Avantgarde    
Only the Avantgarde can do this: For a sideways transfer 
without obstacles, the wheel lock lever of the knee lever 
wheel lock can be folded down when locked (and only then). 

Stronger back    
The back upholstery is adaptable via crosswise hook and 
loop straps. The overlap can be stitched, high-frequency 
welded or breathable.

Trendsetting Avantgarde   
Exemplary ergonomics also set apart the steering caster 
assembly with straightforward adjustment possibilities for the 
caster head, seat height and wheelbase.

With handle when needed    
Within your grasp when required, concealed when not: this 
push handle version is the perfect choice for active, 
independent users.

Smooth combination    
Froglegs and shock absorbers combine to form the 
full-suspension chassis of the Avantgarde and  
significantly reduce the occurrence of spasms.

Pole position    
Leading the pack: perfect positioning through straightfor-
ward adaptation of the knee angle and calf pad in a few 
simple steps.

Every detail of the Avantgarde confirms the 
technical expertise of Otto Bock Mobility Solu-
tions and the clearly established goal to build the 
best Avantgarde there ever was. Please see the 
examples that illustrate which options are 
available for which model and what the exact 

features of the Avantgarde model series are. The 
best way to experience the sum of the details is 
live - take the Avantgarde for a test drive!
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The Avantgarde
as individual as your customers

The adaptation of a wheelchair to the individual 
require ments of a person with special needs is a 
familiar pro cess. Now a number of additional 
colours and options are available to design the 
Avantgarde, transforming the standard into a 
visibly individual vehicle: colour is of particular 
importance for customisation. Combined with the 
modern design and exemplary ergonomics of the 

Avantgarde, colour is a special way to accommo-
date the personal wishes of the user. 
With a total of 16 attractive hues for the frame, 
footrest holder and side panels, the combination 
with the black anodised frame creates an unu-
sual, fascinating look.

Let the Avantgarde inspire you ... and inspire all 
those around you. Further information is also 
available under www.avantgarde3.com.

Pure metal red

Clear reptile glossy

Deep black matte

Sparkle light orange

Ice blue

Dormant sky blueDormant marine bluePure metal blue

Sparkle granny smith

Pure metal bronze

White pearl

Brilliant silver Anthracite metallic

Candy red

Dormant vinho sparkle
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Wolturnus A/S 
9240 Nibe 
Tlf. +45 9671 7170 
info@wolturnus.dk 
www.wolturnus.dk


